A coalition of labor and environmental leaders urge legislators to immediately pass this legislation, which will protect and increase good union jobs while decarbonizing buildings at a scale that aligns with New York’s climate law.

**Summary**

The Utility Thermal Energy Network and Jobs Act (S9422, Parker) will transform New York’s electric and gas utilities by enabling them to build emissions-free thermal energy networks. These utility-scale networks connect multiple buildings together with each other and allow transfer of energy with thermal sources like geothermal boreholes, surface water, and wastewater. Thermal energy networks will help New York scale building electrification/decarbonization, reduce costs for customers, and minimize impact on the electric grid. By enabling utilities to construct these projects, the legislature will provide a pathway for the gas utility and building trades workforce to apply their highly skilled craft to the work of decarbonizing New York’s buildings, which are the largest source of greenhouse gasses in the state.

**Benefits of the legislation**

Thermal Energy Networks are good for the environment and allow customers to access clean energy, while providing a transition pathway for gas utilities and their workforce. Utilities in most regions of New York have been proposing thermal energy network demonstration projects, but have been in many cases unable to move forward due to legal barriers that the Utility Thermal Network and Jobs Act will remove. By utilizing multiple sources of renewable thermal energy from our environment and reusing and sharing thermal energy among buildings, thermal energy networks are highly efficient and help bring down peak energy needs of the electric grid. Utilities will be able to reduce the cost of electrifying buildings by spreading the costs of these networks across many customers and many years. Thermal Energy Networks can be installed under the street, and the building trades workforce is trained and ready. Thermal Energy Networks help reduce the upfront costs of building decarbonization for building owners and provide access to the most efficient forms of renewable thermal energy for people who cannot easily install geothermal energy on their own property.

We urge swift passage of the Utility Thermal Energy Network and Jobs Act